Manufacturers of bespoke vinyl wrapped doors and accessories

NEW Contact Information
Unit 1
Gorrells Way
Transpennine Trading Est
Rochdale
OL11 2PX

Crystal
Doors

Tel: 01706 351010
Fax: 01706 559524
Web: www.crystaldoors.co.uk
Email: info@crystaldoors.co.uk

See how easily manufacturing vinyl doors
within three hours can be achieved.
Crystal Doors has for the past sixteen years supported customers
with the widest range of choice and fastest delivery. Now you can
see how one of the best specialist manufacturers in vinyl wrapped
products can achieve such manufacturing excellence. The 1 .2
acre site is dedicated to the production of bespoke items.
Everything has been planned to ensure the best possible use of
space, resources and efficiency of production time. This includes
three phases of expansion within the company’s five-year plan.
The latest digital telephone system has been installed to continue
our seamless contact with the factory floor, office and customers.
As a job is being made on the factory floor, customers will be
immediately informed if any query arises. Our new computer
system now supports even better integration of customer’s orders
between departments, keeping customers more informed, and
tracks the progress of orders. The f actory floor includes a 46”
screen as a message board to keep employees up to date with
the day’s production. At the heart of moving has been a long
awaited goal of a change in production procedures. Only by
moving all t he machines, the offices and location could this
important goal be achieved.
Crystal Doors now has 2,000 sq ft o f modern office space and
1000 sq ft for displays. Promoting our product has always been
about giving customers the freedom o f choice. By visiting the
factory, customers can see easily how our diverse choice of
colours, designs and tools can create a limitless variation of vinyl
products. The clear layout of production and clean bright
environment lifts t he standards that we could never have
prevoiusly achieved.

